
Year 4:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know how to locate Australia 

Share read about Australia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. 

Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. 

Follow, ‘Locating Australia’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

Learn the idea of lines of latitude and longitude. Learn compass directions. 

Write a recount 

 

Link 2:  know about Australia’s diverse landscape 

Share read about Australia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. Weekly five 

minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

Follow, ‘Australia’s diverse landscape’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Learn the idea of lines of latitude and longitude.  

USE GIS systems to look at Australia. 

Identify the lines of latitude and longitude of landscape in Australia. 

 Write a recount 

 

Link 3:  know about Australia’s climate 

Share read about Australia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. Weekly five 

minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/


Follow, ‘Australia’s climate’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Revise lines of latitude and longitude.  

Know that climate is different to weather. 

Understand how the seasons are different in Australia. 

Understand the concept of southern hemisphere and northern. 

Write a recount 

 

Link 4:  know about the population of Australia 

Share read about Australia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. Weekly five 

minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

Follow, ‘Australia’s population’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Revise lines of latitude and longitude and GIS systems to look at Australia. 

Learn how to interpret population graphs. 

Write a recount.  

 

 

Link 5:  know about Australia’s cities 

Share read about Australia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. Weekly five 

minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

Follow, ‘Australia’s cities’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Revise lines of latitude and longitude and GIS systems to look at Australia. 

Write a recount.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about daily life in Australia 

Share read about Australia 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Australia/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers 

in the UK/ names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ 

parts of a river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/  

Revise what they already know about Australia. Learn how to locate Australia on a range of maps. Weekly five 

minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map. 

Follow, ‘Daily life in Australia’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/  

Revise lines of latitude and longitude and GIS systems to look at Australia. 

Write a recount.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/australia/


Year 4:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know how to locate Hong Kong.  

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Learn where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Learn some facts about China. 

Follow, ‘Would you like to visit Hong Kong?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-

asia-by-the-sea/  

Write a section of a fact file. 

 

Link 2:  know about transport in Hong Kong 

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Revise where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Learn some facts about China. 

Follow, ‘Travelling in Hong Kong?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-by-

the-sea/  

Write a section of a fact file. 

 

Link 3:  know what Hong Kong is like 

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-by-the-sea/
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Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Revise where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Learn some facts about China. 

Follow, ‘What is Hong Kong like?’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-by-

the-sea/  

Write a section of a fact file. 

 

Link 4:  know about the human geography of Hong Kong 

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Revise where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Learn some facts about China. 

Follow, ‘Hong Kong, Asia’s world city’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-

by-the-sea/  

Write a section of a fact file. 

 

Link 5:  know about the challenges facing Hong Kong 

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Revise where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Learn some facts about China. 

Follow, ‘What are the challenges facing Hong Kong’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-

city-in-asia-by-the-sea/  

Write a section of a fact file. 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-by-the-sea/
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Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about Hong Kong data 

Share read about China 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the continents and oceans on a blank map and revise cities in Australia.  

Revise where Asia is. Follow the tropic of Capricorn and identify which continents it passes through. Similarly the 

tropic of Cancer. Identify which continents are mainly in the Northern and which are mainly in the Southern 

Hemispheres.  

Follow, ‘Hong Kong data challenge’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/hong-kong-a-city-in-asia-by-

the-sea/  
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Year 4:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know that clouds form into different shapes 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Learn about different cloud formations e.g. cirrus, nimbus, - look at photos of different cloud formations from 

around the world, solid, liquid or gas.  

Look at images of cloud formation over mountains including time lapse photography.  

Start a cloud diary – use data loggers to capture light on different days.  

Write a poem and descriptive language about cloud formations.  

 

Link 2:  know that in Britain, the west gets more rain than the East 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 

Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Apply what they have learnt about the water cycle to real places e.g. raining in Manchester and the Pennines; rain in 

the mountains of Scotland but dry in the East.  

Compare this theory with actual data from rain graphs and sunshine hours in Manchester compared with Sheffield 

etc.  

Write about the weather in Manchester compared with Sheffield. 

 

Link 3:  know that there are different types of precipitation 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 



Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Learn about different types of rain and rain events such as typhoon and drizzle.  

Look as fast caption imagery sand clips of extreme and light rain.  

Write about the impact of rain on people, settlements, houses etc.  

Look at images of different types of snow – is it solid, liquid or gas – understand the idea of precipitation. 

Understand cause and effect of snow on humans and wildlife and write a diary about its impact in Asia and 

Australia.  

 

Link 4:  know that there are different types of wind 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 

Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Learn about different types of rain and rain events such as typhoon and drizzle.  

Look at images of different winds e.g. hurricane, cyclone!  

Look at weather maps to see how it records wind. Understand isobars.  

Write about a severe wind weather event in their town.  

 

Link 5:  know what a tempest is 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 

Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/extreme-weather/ ‘This is tempest’.  

 

 

Link 6:  know what a tornado is 

Share read about the weather 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/extreme-weather/


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 

Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/extreme-weather/ ‘Tornadoes in the UK?’.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the impact of weather on pupulations 

Share read about the weather 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/  

Weekly five minute challenge: identify the countries in Asia and Australasia 

Revise the names of cloud formations. 

Add to their weather diaries, cloud and light diaries using data loggers. 

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/extreme-weather/ ‘A year without Summer?’.  
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Year 4:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know the 8 points of the compass 

Share read about local geography 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly five minute challenge: cities and counties in the UK 

Revise map skills Year 1, 2 and 3 https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/   

Learn the 8 point compass and solve some problems and activities with the 8 point compass. 

Write sentences using directions e.g. NE of the post office lies the hospital.  

Write a pamphlet/leaflet 

 

Link 2:  know how to use 4 figure coordinates  

Share read about local geography 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly five minute challenge: cities and counties in the UK 

Revise map skills Year 4  https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/   

Revise the 8 point compass and solve some problems and activities with the 8 point compass. 

Revise 2 figure coordinates. 

Learn how to use 4 figure coordinates. Combine 4 figure coordinates with the 8 point compass.  

Write sentences using directions e.g. NE of the post office lies the hospital.  

Write a pamphlet/leaflet 

 

Link 3:  know what an OS map is 

Share read about local geography 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly five minute challenge: cities and counties in the UK 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/
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Revise map skills Year 4  https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/   

Revise the 8 point compass and solve some problems and activities with the 8 point compass. 

Revise 2 figure coordinates. 

Learn what an OS map is. 

Learn OS symbols for forest areas e.g. visitor centre, parking, track, campsite, camp, cycle trail etc.   

From maps, identify where different forest tree features are. Compare this with pictures of the same area.  

Discuss the different between a map/plan/picture and which would be most useful for different things e.g. a bike 

trip.  

Write a forest pamphlet that could be used to attract the public.  

 

Link 4:  know how to use OS symbols to navigate to places on a map 

Share read about local geography 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly five minute challenge: cities and counties in the UK 

Revise map skills Year 4  https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/   

Revise the 8 point compass and solve some problems and activities with the 8 point compass. 

Revise 2 figure coordinates. 

Learn how to use 4 figure coordinates. Combine 4 figure coordinates with the 8 point compass.  

Write sentences using directions e.g. NE of the post office lies the hospital.  

Look at map symbols on maps that relate to different types of road, track, footpaths.  

Use maps of Sheffield to identify different routes and tracks.  

Use coordinates and compass directions to answer questions.  

Describe, using a map, a route into the hills and forests. Write a route referring to maps in their description. 

https://www.transpenninetrail.org.uk/kids-section/  

Write a pamphlet/leaflet 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to use symbols to navigate from one place to 

another in the locality 

Share read about local geography 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/map-skills/
https://www.transpenninetrail.org.uk/kids-section/


river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly five minute challenge: cities and counties in the UK 

Revise the 8 point compass and solve some problems and activities with the 8 point compass. 

Learn how to use 4 figure coordinates. Combine 4 figure coordinates with the 8 point compass.  

Write sentences using directions e.g. NE of the post office lies the hospital.  

Fieldtrip to a forest/wood. Use compass directions to move between points on a map (simple orienteering). Learn 

about symbols in forest areas.  

Following a map with the symbols find out what they look like in reality.  

Identify some other things they would suggest having a key for on a map. Write up the fieldtrip. Write a 

pamphlet/leaflet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know how to locate the region of Scandinavia 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Know the names of the countries in Scandinavia.  

Use globes, maps of different sizes etc to locate the countries.  

Learn tricks in how to find where they are on maps.  

Learn some political geography facts about the region e.g. capital cities, flags, major cities, seas and borders.  

Write a diary/journal  

 

Link 2:  know the characteristics of tundra 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  

Learn about the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Learn about how it affects vegetation and how people live.  

Use digital mapping to identify tundra and arctic and Antarctic circles. 

Write a journal 

 

Link 3:  know some of the physical geography of Norway 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  



Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  

Revise the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Use maps to look in detail at Norway.  

Learn about fjords and how they may have formed. Look at video clips and images.  

Ponder the difference between a fjord and an inlet, how are they similar and different.  

Learn about waterfalls and how they are formed.   

Look at where the main settlements are in Norway and suggest why most people gravitate there.  

Write a diary/journal 

 

Link 4:  know some of the physical geography of Denmark 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  

Revise the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Use maps to look in detail at Denmark.  

Look at video clips and images. Ponder the difference between the two countries so far, how are they similar and 

different.  

Look at where the main settlements are in Denmark and suggest why most people gravitate there.  

Make a connection with the Vikings and the journey they will have undergone.  

Watch video clips of the country and look at photos.  

Write a diary/journal 

 

Link 5:  know some of the physical geography of Sweden 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  



Revise the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Use maps to look in detail at Sweden. Look at video clips and images. Ponder the difference between the three 

countries so far, how are they similar and different?  

Understand how glaciers are formed. Look at where the main settlements are in Sweden. 

 Watch video clips and look at photos of Sweden. Suggest why most people gravitate there.  

https://sweden.se/society/sami-in-sweden/ great case study on the plight of the Sami people (reindeer herding and 

husbandry) to get their lands recognised to stop trawler fishing, mining etc. Also their struggle to move with the 

times – to reduce their nomadic lifestyle and traditions so that younger generations are not leaving for modern 

cities.  

Write a diary/journal 

 

Link 5:  know some of the physical geography of Finland 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  

Revise the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Use maps to look in detail at Finland. Look at video clips and images.  

Ponder the differences between the 4 countries so far, how are they similar and different.  

Learn about the differences in time ie North Finland being almost totally dark. Watch video clips. Look photos and 

understand that the country has almost 24 hours of darkness in winter.  

Learn about the northern lights.  

Look at where the main settlements are on maps and why most people gravitate there. Learn about comes of the 

main industries.  

Write a diary/journal 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how to locate places in Scandinavia with compass 

points and 4 figure coordinates 

Share read about Scandinavia 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  



Weekly challenge – identify countries and capitals of Europe on blank maps and charts.  

Revise what climate means. Revise the idea of lines of latitude.  

Revise the tundra and identify which countries are affected by it.  

Use maps, 4 figure coordinates and compass directions to look at more detailed maps of places in Scandinavia. 

Identify physical features such as waterfalls, fjords etc.  

Watch video clips of waterfalls etc and features then trace them on a map.  

Write a diary/journal 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 4:        summer 2 

Link 1:  know that continents were at one point joined but separated because of earthquakes 

Share read a newspaper report about an earthquake 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Show footage of how the continents formed over time because of seismic activity  

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQVoSyVu9rk   

 

Link 2:  know how earthquakes happen and what it feels like 

Share read a newspaper report about an earthquake 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Watch video clips and hear testament about what happens when an earthquake hits.  

https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/101-videos/00000144-0a2d-d3cb-a96c-7b2d6cd80000 

Know about what people can do when an earthquake hits and how to protect from earthquakes e.g.  

https://www.whatsnextcw.com/learning-best-japanese-earthquake-proof-buildings/  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZoHoPFHAtw   

 https://practicalaction.org/earthquake-resistant-houses in Nepal and Peru.  

Write a newspaper/report 

 

Link 3:  know what a volcano is and how it was formed 

Share read a newspaper report about an earthquake 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Follow, ‘Volcanoes’ https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/  

https://www.3dgeography.co.uk/ get making   

https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cQVoSyVu9rk
https://video.nationalgeographic.com/video/101-videos/00000144-0a2d-d3cb-a96c-7b2d6cd80000
https://www.whatsnextcw.com/learning-best-japanese-earthquake-proof-buildings/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iZoHoPFHAtw
https://practicalaction.org/earthquake-resistant-houses
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/


 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-volcano.htm  

Look at some photos of volcanoes and identify some common features 

Label a diagram but also real photos identifying the features 

Know about how volcanoes are formed. Show clips, video, photos of volcanoes and label the different parts of the 

volcano.  

Know about what happens when a volcano erupts – watch videos 

Read about the impact of Vesuvius on Pompeii. 

http://www.channel5.com/show/pompeiis-final-hours-new-evidence/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pompeii: 

Write a newspaper report about a volcanic eruption. 

 

Link 4:  know that eruptions can happen under water as well as above ground 

Share read a newspaper report about an earthquake 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Understand that Edinburgh Castle and other places are built on former volcanoes.  

Follow, https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/  

Show photos and video clips of former volcanoes.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the impact of earthquakes on the earth 

Share read a newspaper report about an earthquake 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: their address/ the capitals and flags of England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland countries/ mountain/ desert/ Netherlands/ North and South Pole/ rivers in the UK/ 

names of the oceans/ names of gemstones/ NESW/ continent/ countries in Europe/ islands in the UK/ parts of a 

river/ Greece/ Egypt/ Mediterranean/ minerals/ Cities in Australia/ climate/ hemisphere/ types of cloud, 

precipitation and wind/  

Revise what happens when an earthquake hits to the crust, to volcanoes and to people living in cities 

Understand the impact e.g. causing large underwater waves 

http://www.weatherwizkids.com/weather-volcano.htm
http://www.channel5.com/show/pompeiis-final-hours-new-evidence/
https://www.rgs.org/schools/teaching-resources/mountains,-volcanoes-and-earthquakes/


Write a newspaper report dealing with the impact of an earthquake 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


